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A B S T R A C T

The major challenges facing the 21st century world demands disruptive technology based solutions. One of the
most promising exponential technology set to address world challenges is the Internet of Things (IoT) based
Trillion Sensor System (TSS). The IoT supports many revolutionary commercial and societal solutions including
wearable or unobtrusive medical sensors, Industry 4.0, power and water grids, smart cities, food production,
education, transportation and roadway infrastructure needs. However, to support these solutions the current IoT
infrastructure needs improved spectrum and the use of between one to ten Trillion Sensors (TS). The develop-
ment of a robust IoT based TSS infrastructure would create an addition to world GDP equal to that of the U.S.
GDP to double the worlds GDP. This new IoT based TSS would create a high paying job base that will form a new
vibrant world middle class and an abundant economy. Yet while much is written about the ability of the IoT to
transform society little effort is focused on its infrastructure. If this is true there is cause for concern. We add to
the literature by developing a precursor road mapping construct which focuses on the service sector and supports
3rd generation road mapping techniques. We utilize the emerging IoT TSS technology base as our case study. We
utilize the best thoughts of hundreds of experts from three organizations focused on accelerating IoT TSS road
mapping efforts.

1. Introduction

The most commonly identified 21st world grand challenges include:
water, education, health, energy, the environment, and food for the
future nine billion people that will inhabit the planet (Chan, 2011). A
functional Internet of Things (IoT) comprised of sufficient spectrum and
powered by one to ten Trillion Sensors (TS) is a partial response to these
challenges. The resultant Trillion Sensor System (TSS) is comprised of
multiple technologies which require a third-generation roadmap ac-
tivity like a Heterogeneous Integration Technology Roadmap (HITR) or
Technology Landscaping (TL) (Wang et al., 2013; Moutanabbir and
Gösele, 2010; Wolf et al., 2008). The current Electronics industry based
HITR focuses on a Systems in a Package (SiP) approach. The TSS effort
focuses on the broader system perspective that includes both sensors
and spectrum portions of IoT infrastructure. The Micro, Nano and
Emerging Technology Education Foundation (MANCEF), TSensor and
TSensor Systems groups seek to accelerate the development of the IoT

based TSS. The authors provide as a first step toward a technology road
map (TRM) by adding to the literature, creating a pre-roadmap con-
struct that identifies and evaluates all elements of an IoT based TSS. A
similar exercise can be applied to other complex technology bases. Fi-
nally, this is one of the first constructs focused on the service sector.

The IoT based TSS provides us the case of a potential “Sensorized”
world that embraces many of 21st century challenges through emerging
exponentially improving technologies. When and if the IoT based TSS is
successful it will create exceptionally large well paid new job bases
throughout the world creating a burgeoning middle class directly in line
with the “Abundance” economic philosophy (Diamandis and Kotler,
2012). Further a functional IoT based TSS is a harbinger for the “Bottom
Billion” or base of the pyramid population becoming a viable economic
force (Prahalad, 2006). Yet a functionalized IoT based TSS is not the
currently available.

Our literature review is a discussion of the IoT, road-mapping and
the use of readiness levels. One technique that has assisted companies,
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industries and regions to overcome technical, customer acceptance and
cost hurdles for a given technology base are the three generations of
Technology road-mapping(TRM). We have identified tremendous
technical hurdles that are acting as a roadblock to TSS and IoT tech-
nology acceptance. They include spectrum deficiency (Myers et al.,
2002; Reed et al., 2014), privacy and security concerns (Tully, 2015),
fraud (Hakim and Bradsher, 2015), and the development of low cost
sensing (Brysek, 2016). Exceptionally complex systems technologies
requiring 3rd generation road-mapping techniques are not as well de-
veloped as the others.

One of the first to forecast the use of ubiquitous sensing based IoT
was Hewlett Packard (HP) in 2010 (TSensors Summit, 2015). Their
concept was a need for one to ten trillion sensors that would become the
Central Nervous System of the Earth (CeNSE). A bold prediction since in
2010 there were less than 20 billion connected devices worldwide
(TSensors Summit, 2015). HP also depicted a large technical hurdle
stating that a trillion-sensor world would require the equivalent of a
thousand times the spectrum or the number of internets that we had in
2010 to support it (Fredrich, 2012). Further, the TS group projected
that Micro and Nano “Small tech” sensor prices of $1 per sensor would
be a precursor for a trillion or more-sensor world (TSensors Summit,
2015). The TSS group postulated that the trillion sensor systemization
costs would be conservatively $15 per sensor (TSensors Summit, 2015).
Despite these cost figures the projected world use of sensors by 2020
continued to rise. Some now projected up to a 100 trillion sensor world
(TSensors Summit, 2015).

We examined the 3rd generation road-mapping TL technique since
it is designed to meet the challenges of a multi root technology, dis-
ruptive technology based (Linton and Walsh, 2008), policy constrained,
technology system. We also found that the components required for the
IoT based TSS lend themselves to pre HITR component identification
constructs both TL and HITR providing a basis for discontinuous in-
novation analysis (Walsh and Linton, 2000). Yet as advanced as these
techniques were they both can be overwhelmed by complexity.

This effort is focused on providing insight into HITR and TL's op-
erationalization process. Here we focus on pre-HITR and pre-TL road
mapping activities by first, identifying all the relevant components.
Then we evaluate their current state's ability to support a trillion-sensor
world. Next, we provide the foresight on these critical components by
providing expert opinions focused on each element's ability to underpin
a trillion or more-sensor world. Finally, in our Discussion section we
provide the financial basis for abundant world with a vibrant middle
class.

2. Literature review

Our literature review is split into four different sections. The first is
focused on a minimum trillion sensors based IoT. The second focuses on
disruptive technologies and discontinuous innovations, its alignment
with abundance and the subsequent potential rise of a worldwide
middle class. Third, we discuss the use of TRM for complex multi-root
technology disruptive technology systems and the resultant need for a
pre-roadmap construct for effective 3rd generation TRM. Finally, we
discuss the readiness level techniques focusing on those that we choose
to use in our model of a pre- road mapping construct for 3rd generation
TRM.

2.1. Trillion Sensor based IoT infrastructure

IoT is typically defined as a “Network of interconnected objects that
not only harvests information from the environment (sensing) and in-
teracts with the physical world (actuation/command/control), but also
uses existing Internet standards to provide services for information
transfer, analytics, applications, and communications” (Biro, 2009;
Gubbi et al., 2013; The Economist, October, 2015b). The European
Commission Information Society similarly defined the IoT as

“Interconnected objects having an active role in what might be called
the Future Internet” (Pang et al., 2015). The value of an IoT based TSS
resides in the data or information (Akhtar et al., 2017) which is derived
from sensors with edge intelligence capabilities or streamed data
forming the bases of many service products. The potentially disruptive
IoT based TSS technology can enable products that have the potential to
generate innovations that have global impact (Cordero et al., 2005;
Allarakhia and Walsh, 2012), and can form the backbone for Industry
4.0 (Bauer, 2017). If today's 20 billion sensor based IoT can be trans-
formed to a 1 to 100 trillion based system it would itself without the
products being developed from it initiate an abundant economy with
knowledge based jobs laying the foundation of a new vibrant middle
class worldwide.

Yet a vibrant IoT based TSS infrastructure to fuel this transformation
does not yet exist. The current IoT bandwidth or spectrum is deficient
even for today's use (Reed, 2010). Hewlett Packard, for example, stated
that even a trillion-sensor world would require over 1000 of today's
internets in order to be enabled (Fredrich, 2012). This is one of first
service sector TRM's constructs and as such needs to reflect the nature
of the technology environment. Sustainable product innovation in the
service sector requires a robust infrastructure to be built before sus-
tainable product innovation can thrive (Walsh and Linton, 2000). In
order to manage an effective IoT based TSS infrastructure or any
complex systems based technology we need to first define its' compo-
nents and their challenges. Then we need to measure them.

The IoT based TSS technology components comprise: radio fre-
quency identification (RFID) tags, bandwidth, wireless sensor networks,
edge intelligence, encryption, manufacturing sensor networks and their
respective components; sensor and network energy harvesting and
storage; edge intelligence; network protocols, standards, architectures,
algorithms; operating systems; and analytics. The technology compo-
nent challenges typically relate to: wireless sensor networks; low power
and/or energy efficient sensors; energy harvesting; network security,
privacy and innovation; and miniaturization (Gubbi et al., 2013;
Miorandi et al., 2012). The HITR philosophy makes aware of another
set of challenges relating to systems integration.

2.2. IoT as a disruptive technology base and springboard for discontinuous
innovation

A disruptive technology is one that creates new industries and re-
defines existing ones and can only be seen after it has accomplished this
(Christensen, 2003; Kirchhoff et al., 2013). IoT is currently a potential
disruptive technology showing an ability to transform industries such as
transportation infrastructure (Fredrich, 2012). Yet a new wave of pro-
ducts is poised to become important for the developed world and per-
haps enabling the “bottom billion” people in the world to become an
economic force (Prahalad, 2006). TSS based products are alternatively
focused on “Killer Apps” globally (Nam et al., 2008; Elders et al., 2001),
developing smart cities (Bresciani et al., 2017). The “bottom billion” are
redefining the barter system and education (Hart and Christensen,
2002). Abundance (Diamandis and Kotler, 2012) is the hypothesis that
technological advances will resolve the world's most intractable pro-
blems by 2050. Abundance comprises the six pillars of abundant health
care, abundant food, abundant water, abundant education, abundant
energy and an abundant “green” environment (Diamandis and Kotler,
2012). The specific origins of Abundance are obscure but can be placed
in the Twentieth Century attitude of optimism about science and then
about technology (Forman, 2007).

Yet as more people embrace the “IOT” bandwidth is becoming
precious (FCC), data security seems nonexistent (Ransom WannaCry
attack, 2017) and corporate fraud abounds. Even as many see the value
in IoT seemingly insurmountable hurdles face its use. There are po-
tential solutions both political like reallocation of bandwidth to the IoT
from other areas and technical like the development of a 50 Gig global
5G network (Kushnick, 2017) but even those advances do not promise
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